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The Pilot Work Log app has been developed to simplify reporting and reduce administrative works of pilots and make communication with the crew planning department more effective.

Main Features

**Reporting of Start and Finish of Duty**
Enables pilots to report duty start and finish directly from their iPhone. They can also report extended finish of duty (e.g. in case of transport issues).

**Reporting of Not Fit to Fly Status**
Pilots can report Not Fit To Fly status in case of being sick and therefore not available for duty.

**Easy Scanning and Sharing of Documents**
Scanning of documents (bills for taxi, accommodation etc.) to capture additional travel costs makes it easier to manage and share such data to flight dispatchers.

**Easy to Use**
The app is developed for the newest iPhone devices with respect to simplicity and user-friendly interface.
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Train Driver App

The unique ecosystem consisting of easy-to-use mobile app for train drivers and a web-based application for dispatchers.

Have always relevant and correct data in real-time: the system simplifies communication between drivers and dispatchers, enhances quality of train and track records, makes document sharing easier and above all, improves safety management.

Main Features

Tracks and Locomotives Information
Tracks records, including tracks sections and stations. In addition to basic info about locomotives, the list of tracks and sections to which the given locomotive is authorized.

Personal Agenda
List of train drivers and their authorizations for the given tracks, including the date when the authorization was acquired. Recording of medical checkups and notifications of the upcoming ones.

Train Driver Work Log
The dispatching center can monitor start and finish time of route (or driver’s duty), previously entered by the driver using mobile app (including automatically sent GPS location).

Safety First
Position monitoring, certified bluetooth alcohol tester integration and messenger for instant communication between drivers and dispatchers are the key features that help to prevent dangerous and fatal situations on the route.
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